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History Highlights
1923

Eddie Martin Airport

1939

Eddie Martin opened Eddie Martin
Airport as well as a ﬂying school
and established Martin Aviation
after signing a ﬁve-year lease with
the Irvine Company.

SNA Designator

Eddie Martin Airport was
acquired by the County of
Orange, became a public airport
and received the designator SNA
(after Santa Ana) by the FAA.

1942

World War II

SNA was appropriated by the federal
government to aid the war eﬀort and
became part of the Santa Ana Army
Airbase. Military operations began
shortly thereafter. Three years after
the end of World War II, the airport
was returned to the county.

1950-1958

Santa Ana Drag Strip

C.J. "Pappy" Hart and Creighton
Hunter operated the Santa Ana
Drag Strip on the airport runway
every Sunday when it was closed
to air traﬃc. It’s credited as the
world's ﬁrst commercial drag strip.

1967

Airport Expansion

1979

Airport renamed

A new terminal, dedicated by
then-Governor Ronald Reagan,
opened for business.

Orange County Airport was
renamed John Wayne Airport
(JWA) in memory of the movie star
and Newport Beach resident who
died in June 1979. A nine foot
bronze statue of John Wayne was
later installed outside the terminal.

1990

Thomas F. Riley Terminal

Thomas F. Riley Terminal opened.
The aging 29,000-square-foot
Eddie Martin Terminal (which had
been renamed in 1988) was
replaced with a modern
337,900-square-foot facility.

2011

Sept 11, 2001

Flights Grounded

All ﬂights were grounded in
response to a terrorist attack
against the World Trade Center,
the Pentagon and a ﬁeld in rural
Pennsylvania. JWA was the ﬁrst
airport in California to resume
commercial service on Sept. 13.

A New Terminal C

2018

The new Riley Terminal C and
Parking Structure C opened to
the public, adding 6 bridged
passenger gates to the airport.

Highest rated airport

For the second year in a row,
John Wayne Airport was ranked
as the highest rated airport by J.D.
Power for customer satisfaction
among large airports in North America.

Airport Facts
25�
10�

The main runway, at 5,701 feet, is one of the
shortest of any major airport in the United
States, and passenger airliners at the airport
have never been larger than the Boeing 757.
In order to comply with local noise
restrictions, pilots frequently take oﬀ at an
angle of 20 to 25 degrees, compared to 10 to
15 degrees at other airports.
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